Protein determination by microchip capillary electrophoresis using an asymmetric squarylium dye: noncovalent labeling and nonequilibrium measurement of association constants.
In response to a growing interest in the use of smaller, faster microchip (mu-chip) methods for the separation of proteins, advancements are proposed that employ the asymmetric squarylium dye Red-1c as a noncovalent label in mu-chip CE separations. This work compares on-column and precolumn labeling methods for the proteins BSA, beta-lactoglobulin B (beta-LB), and alpha-lactalbumin (alpha-LA). Nonequilibrium CE of equilibrium mixtures (NECEEM) represents an efficient method to determine equilibrium parameters associated with the formation of intermolecular complexes, such as those formed between the dye and proteins in this work, and it allows for the use of weak affinity probes in protein quantitation. In particular, nonequilibrium methods employing both mu-chip and conventional CE systems were implemented to determine association constants governing the formation of noncovalent complexes of the red luminescent squarylium dye Red-1c with BSA and beta-LB. By our mu-chip NECEEM method, the association constants K(assoc) for beta-LB and BSA complexes with Red-1c were found to be 3.53 x 10(3) and 1.65 x 10(5) M(-1), respectively, whereas association constants found by our conventional CE-LIF NECEEM method for these same protein-dye systems were some ten times higher. Despite discrepancies between the two methods, both confirmed the preferential interaction of Red-1c with BSA. In addition, the effect of protein concentration on measured association constant was assessed by conventional CE methods. Although a small decrease in K(assoc) was observed with the increase in protein concentration, our studies indicate that absolute protein concentration may affect the equilibrium determination less than the relative concentration of protein-to-dye.